
Onyx Data was able to understand the existing system
architecture and key areas of focus for Affinity Works.
Comparing Google, AWS, Microsoft and more competitiors
to provide the right solution for the company moving
forward. Defining a clear and achieveable roadmap for the
client to successfully implement the project using existing
internal resource.

S O L U T I O N S

Engage with technical and non-technical members of the
team to understand technical goals and scale for the
future. Identify best in class solution to allow and
accomodate for industry regulations. Define technical
strategy.

O B J E C T I V E S

Creating a clear actionable step by step plan for the
Affinity Works enabled them to work towards a known
target and effectively plan and budget for the future. 

Clear direction and plan to move forward

Providing a jargon free and non-technical overview of the
solution enabled all areas of the business to have a clear
understanding and define acceptance testing for the end
solution.

Jargon free understanding of end solution

The roadmap was created and propositioned with existing
Affinity Works staff in mind, tailored to their skillset and
also planned to utilise their time effectively whilst
enabling a swift implementation of newer technology.

Enabled the organisation to implement using

existing resource

B E N E F I T S

Very thorough and produced a
highly effective strategy

We engaged Onyx to help us with
a technical strategy to help us
scale up and meet increased
demand. We've been able to
follow and implement without any
additional resources. 
Leon's very easy to work with and I
would highly recommend Onyx for
Azure/Microsoft Data Platform
work.

Tom Knight

Company Director at 

Affinity Works

Clear direction and plan to
move forward
Jargon free understanding
of end solution
Enabled the organisation to
implement using existing
resource

Benefits

Growing organisation lacking
technical direction 
Unsure which technology
would best fit the organisation
Lack of time to explore options

Challenges
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/dawn-di-mambro-24153b47

